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THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ACTION

SPORTS TOUR HITS EUROPE THIS

SUMMER WITH ENDUROCROSS AN

INTEGRAL PART OF THE SHOW… 

Wo r d s  a n d  p h o t o s  b y  F u t u r e  7  M e d i a

enduro x

T
hink of X Games and it’ll likely

be the headline grabbing 

disciplines of Moto X Best Trick

or BMX Vert that first spring to

mind – definitely not Enduro X.

But for the last two years Enduro X – the 

X Games version of Endurocross – has

proved itself as a worthy addition to 

the show.

The man that made it all happen 

is Eric Peronnard – founder of the

Endurocross series. French by birth,

US resident for what seems like forever,

enduro fan and all around good guy – it’s

Eric’s connections, determination and

belief that has resulted in enduro

becoming a part of the 

X Games phenomenon.

X Games – the adrenaline and energy

drink fuelled action sports spectacle – has

long been a one-off event based in the

States. But in 2013 the show becomes a

‘tour’ with three additional events in Brazil

and, more importantly, in Spain and

Germany. And Enduro X will be a part of

each and every round.

Although it took a little time to make

things happen and for Endurocross to

become a part of X Games since it 

inclusion in 2011 it’s more than earned 

its place and today is the only off-road

motorcycle racing discipline.

When the tour lands in Europe in 

early May and late June there’ll be one

significant difference to any Endurocross

event held before – they’ll be run in

Olympic sized stadiums. Normally run 

in arenas and smaller stadiums in the

States, in Barcelona and Munich the 

track builders will have much more 

space to play with. As a result 

they’ll build bigger, faster and more

exciting tracks.

DBR spoke to Endurocross head

honcho Eric Peronnard at the final 

round of the FIM SuperEnduro series 

in France to find out a little more

about X Games coming to Europe… >>

Barcelona’s Sant Jordi

stadium will host the

Spanish leg of the 

X Games tour

Eric Peronnard is the man

who makes things happen
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Two silly aardvarks

telephoned the speedy

sub
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DBR: Eric, let’s wind the clock back – when did

you first got in contact with ESPN and how did

Endurocross become a part of X Games?

EP: “When we created Endurocross I knew

instantly that it would be a great fit for X Games.

During the second year of the series I invited the

sports organiser for X Games to be a spectator

at Endurocross. They gladly came and were

blown away by the action, the brutality and the

unpredictability of the racing. By 2005 they were

sold on the idea of having Endurocross a part 

of X Games.

“But with X Games, like the Olympics I guess,

being as big an event as it is there’s no way of

just squeezing in a new event overnight. So 

I kept talking with them, meeting with them,

became a consultant regards motocross and

supercross. We weren’t so lucky with that

because the teams didn’t support the schedule

but the idea of including Endurocross got

stronger and stronger.

“By 2008/2009 I started to feel like I was

getting some traction – getting to a point where

Endurocross would become a part of X Games

because at that time they were getting a little

disappointed with Supermoto. It was just a case

of not giving up and believing that Endurocross

is a great product – perfect for X Games. At one

stage I think people thought it was never going to

happen but it has and that’s great for our sport.”

DBR: Did the guys at ESPN ever request

changes to the tried and tested Endurocross

format you’d developed?

EP: “The guys at ESPN really respect the sports

involved in X Games. Of course they are TV

people and if there is a TV feature to be thrown

into the sport that will benefit the show they will

want to do it but so far that hasn’t happened.

They haven’t asked for any changes regards the

schedule or track designs. And for this year the

entire Endurocross series will adopt the same

format that’s used at X Games – that’s three

heats and two LCQs and then the final.”

DBR: What was it like for you that first year

when Endurocross was a part of X Games?

EP: “It was overwhelming. The sheer size of >>
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David Knight could

challenge for a medal
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it is unbelievable. I would say it is the second

biggest sporting event after the Olympics – it

really is that big. When you get to downtown LA

you realise that the whole area belongs to action

sports. Overwhelming is an understatement.

Also, the fear of failing helped make sure we did

a good job. The logistics involved in making it

work were huge but we made it work just like a

regular Endurocross. The biggest difference was

that we had 12 hours to build the track and not

four days. That was a long night.”

DBR: Have you been able to bring back anything

from X Games to Endurocross with regards to

the show?

EP: “We have adopted the X Games format for

the full Endurocross series. We’re looking at it

from a less is more point of view. We are 

going to do things a little differently. We had 

14 races in the past which was too many. So

we’ll reduce the racing programme and entertain

the spectators in other ways. The three global 

X Games events in Brazil, Spain and Munich will

all be on much bigger floor areas that we’ve

dealt with before so we will learn how well

Endurocross works in bigger areas and

stadiums. We will see if the sport works in 

third and fourth gear!”

DBR: Why have ESPN decided to expand 

X Games to a four event tour?

EP: “X Games has had numerous requests 

to travel to new locations and we were close to

going to Dubai before the global economic crisis.

I knew that ESPN was a global company so 

it was obvious that they would have ambitions

outside of the US. When I heard that X Games

was expanding I wasn’t sure if Endurocross

would be a part of that. We’re the little guys –

the last ones to join the show. The biggest

surprise for me was when I was told that 

ESPN wanted Endurocross to be a part of all 

X Games events. That’s not bad for the rookie

sport in the event.”

DBR: From a personal point of view, what 

kind of an opportunity does Endurocross 

being a part of X Games offer for the 

global enduro community?

EP: “For enduro to be a part of the

expanding X Games tour is a huge >>
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SOME X GAMES
STATS N’ FACTS
The inaugural Extreme Games were
held in June in Rhode Island in
1995. Wild man Mat Hoffman won
gold in BMX Freestyle Vert and Jay
Miron won gold in Dirt Jumping. This
mass exposure was the beginning of
an explosion for the BMX industry.
Tony Hawk won the first X Games
Skateboard Vert with Chris Senn
taking home the first Skateboard
Park gold… The Extreme Games
name was dropped and replaced
with X Games for year two and it’s
stayed as the X Games ever since...
Believe it or not Taddy Blazusiak
isn’t the first euro motorcycle racer
to win an X Games gold medal.
Italy’s Ivan Lazzarini when he
topped the SuperMoto podium in
2009… In 2011 Endurocross first
joined the X Games show. Taddy
Blazusiak was the first rider to get
his hands on an Endurocross gold
medal but not the only European
competing in the event. Swede
Joakim Ljunggren placed fourth… 
At 40 years of age Jamie Bestwick
is the king of the Vert ramp and has
no fewer than 10 X Games gold
medals to his name which makes
him Britain’s best X Games athlete
ever. Bestwick has dominated for the
past decade and has balls the size
of melons!
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opportunity. We’re talking about 100 million

viewers sitting in front of their TVs watching an

off-road motorcycle race. Even if only two million

know what an enduro bike is X Games will bring

the word enduro to one hell of a lot of people.

That’s important for everyone involved.

Endurocross being a part of X Games will

certainly help the wider enduro scene.”

DBR: What can you tell us about the two venues

being used in Barcelona and Munich?

EP: “I’ve been to both a few times and they’re

giant stadiums. We’re going to change the format

slightly to allow for 15-rider finals. We will also

have the woman’s class because ESPN has

been extremely pleased with it. We have two

Olympic sized stadiums to use and have been

given the best time slot available which is

Saturday nights. We will share the slot with

Freestyle Moto X. It’s going to be amazing.”

DBR: How will the tracks change to fit those

larger stadiums?

EP: “We have to remember that safety is 

the most important aspect so we don’t want 

any riders blitzing a rock section in fourth 

gear. But we’re going to be bringing the 

regular obstacles to the larger stadiums 

and mixing them with double or triple jumps.

It’s going to be a challenge simply because

we’ve never done it before. But essentially 

one lane will be Endurocross obstacles and

another will be more open and flowing with

rhythm sections. We will learn a lot this year.

It’s something we can’t practice because 

we don’t have access to an Olympic 

sized stadium or that amount of dirt 

to play with.”

DBR: Finally, regarding the rider line-up 

who’s going to be racing Enduro X at 

the X Games?

EP: “We’ll have the top 15 US riders which

includes Graham Jarvis and Joakim Ljunggren.

They’ve been X games finalists before. We’ll

have roughly 10 spots open to ‘locals’. That

means non-US racers. With riders like Graham

we’d love to have him. It’s not his style of racing

but if he can make it work with his schedule 

then like I said we’d love to have him. We have 

a major problem with the Barcelona event which

is the same weekend as the Enduro World

Championship event in Portugal. That’s sad 

but it’s impossible to match all of the world’s

schedules. Munich doesn’t clash with anything 

so we hope that’ll attract a real top class entry.

ESPN wants to work with riders who want to be

a part of X Games.”
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...as will hard enduro arch 

nemesis Jonny Walker

Graham Jarvis will 

be going for gold...
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